
Product information

BIG Organizer

Easy to clean organizer for documents up to DIN A4 format in upright format

Description

According tot he motto "find instead of search" the BIG Operations 
Control Folder is tailored to needs of documentation and information 
during operations.
Documents and forms can be sorted easily into five colored 
compartments in Din A4 format and provide clear view at all times. 
These features allow you to order documents topic-related and to 
find them easily and quickly when you need them.
Thanks to the integrated ring binder and generous width of the 
organizer, even folders with filing strips can be stored

Features:
- exterior made of low maintenance, easy-to-clean tarpaulin
- interior fitting:

- 5 color-coded DIN A4 document pockets and 2 flat pockets
- 3 pen holder 
- 1 sealable net pocket and 1 plastic pocket for smartphone etc. 
- ring binder e.g. for: - DIN A4 folder with filing

- folded punched pocket in DIN A3 format

Specifications

• dimensions: 29 x 39 x 5 cm
• weight: approx. 1,75 kg
• colors: red, blue, yellow, black
• material: tarpaulin
• article-no.: - red: 2684-9117 - yellow: 2684-9125

- blue: 2684-9135 - black: 2684-9108
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Scope of delivery

BIG Organizer with carrying strap; without further supplies

✓ new: exterior made of easy-to-clean Tarpaulin
✓ well-organized: ring binder and color coded document pocket in DIN A4 format
✓ versatile: variety of four colors and lots of possible applications

- rear: - integrated clip board with clip and pen holder
- transparent and resealable pocket 

- carrying strap
- 50 mm high reflective stripe
- exterior plastic-pocket in business-card format
- hook-and-loop tape for individual labelling

Use case: operation of tablet inside of 
plastic pocket at rear of BIG Organizer

variety of colors:
yellow, red, blue, black

inner view BIG Organizer rear with integrated clip board


